A central problem in nanotechnology is the understanding of structure-to-properties relationship. This is essential for tailoring the functionalities, efficiency, and performance of the near-future materials. Here, hyperfine interactions can be employed as they instantly reflect the state of structural arrangement. Examination of the corresponding hyperfine parameters during nanocrystallization through the use of the so-called nuclear forward scattering (NFS) of synchrotron radiation is now possible. One can follow separately structural evolution of different sites of the 57 Fe probe atoms. Structural transformations in metallic glasses including nanocrystallization were investigated by NFS to fine details that are completely hidden when conventional analytical tools are employed. Systematic analyses of NFS time-domain patterns provided an opportunity to study independently the role of structurally different regions. The latter comprise amorphous residual matrix, newly formed nanocrystallites, and interface regions. Different amounts of iron atoms located at the nanograins' surfaces and in their core were observed for different crystallization conditions, viz. temperature, time, and/or magnetic field. The application of in situ NFS experiments has a huge potential for observations of the evolution of phase transformations in real time performed on fly during short time intervals.
Introduction
Understanding the structure-to-properties relationship is one of the most important problems in materials research. Thorough knowledge on structural arrangement namely in disordered systems like amorphous metallic alloys is essential for tailoring the functionalities, efficiency and performance of devices based on these materials. Because of their amorphous nature, these metallic alloys are often referred to as metallic glasses (MGs). Their suitable chemical composition ensures formation of crystallites that grow inside the amorphous matrix during thermal annealing and measure only several nanometres in size. Due to these dimensions, they provide beneficial magnetic properties in these the so-called nanocrystalline alloys (NCAs). At the same time, formation of nanograins stabilizes the whole structure against further thermal deterioration.
Changes in microstructure, crystallization behaviour, and magnetic states of NCAs have suggested that interface regions between nanocrystalline grains and the surrounding amorphous matrix play a significant role in propagation of ferromagnetic exchange interactions between the nanograins through the residual amorphous matrix. In order to understand the process of nanocrystallization, it is inevitable to study it in situ, that is, during annealing. For this purpose, we use in situ nuclear forward scattering (NFS) of synchrotron radiation. NFS provides information on changes in structural arrangement via hyperfine interactions in real time. In this respect, it is superior to other in situ techniques.
This contribution aims at providing insight into the studies of structural transformations that are taking place in iron-based metallic glasses exposed to elevated temperatures. Evolution of nanocrystalline grains during dynamical increase of temperature and isothermal annealing is discussed by the help of NFS technique. Before doing that, we provide brief description of MGs and NCAs. In addition, a short review of the methods used for their structural characterization is also offered. Prior to introducing the results of NFS investigations, basic principles of this method are presented, too.
Metallic glasses and nanocrystalline alloys
Fe-based ferromagnetic MGs possess interesting physical properties that are superior to those of their crystalline counterparts. This is mainly due to lack of any long-range order, that is, periodic atomic arrangement that is particularly important for their magnetic performance [1, 2] . They are often employed as magnetic shielding, transformer cores, sensors, recording media [3] as well as in other technical applications [4] .
Structural changes that can occur in MGs when they are exposed to high enough temperatures for extended operational times degrade their working parameters. This becomes particularly important with the onset of crystallization. On the other hand, suitable chemical compositions of some MGs assure formation of crystalline grains with typical sizes of up to several tens of nanometres. The resulting NCAs represent a novel type of materials whose physical properties can be tailored not only by appropriate chemical elements but also by varying the size of the nanocrystalline grains, their morphology, and the composition of nanograins. NCAs all can be prepared from MGs by annealing under well-defined conditions (temperature and time) which ensure controlled temperature treatment and trigger partial crystallization. In opposite to MGs, the magnetic parameters of NCAs do not substantially deteriorate at elevated temperatures [5] . Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the evolution of nanograins during nanocrystallization is essential in order to understand, optimize, and conserve the unique magnetic properties exhibited by metallic glasses and/or their nanocrystalline counterparts.
Though studied already for decades, MGs still attract the interest of researchers due to their unique physical properties [6] . A central problem seems to be the understanding of structureto-properties relationship namely when MGs are transformed into NCAs. This is essential for tailoring the functionalities, efficiency, and performance of these near-future materials.
These phenomena are routinely studied in a steady state, that is, once the particular structural arrangement is achieved, it is correlated with the resulting physical properties. Less attention is paid to the investigation of transient states that temporarily exist for the period of a structural transformation. Such an approach is, however, a demanding experimental task.
Broad arsenal of diagnostic techniques is applied in order to understand the process of transformation from MG into NCA structural arrangement, that is, the crystallization of MGs [7] [8] [9] .
Yet, majority of these techniques provide only ex situ information as the time needed for acquisition of sufficiently good statistics of the experimental data frequently extends over several tens of minutes or even hours. In addition, some of the imaging techniques require special treatment for sample preparation which can substantially affect their structure. Subsequently, in situ investigation of the induced structural transformations using these techniques is not possible in real time, and the study of dynamics and/or kinetics of crystallization process is not so straightforward.
Methods like DSC or magnetic measurements can examine materials in real time and, thus, provide in situ investigations. However, they scan the whole bulk of the investigated systems. As a result, the obtained information is averaged over all structurally different regions which are present in the studied system. That is why in situ characterization of structural transformations during crystallization of MGs is an experimental challenge.
Along with conventional analytical tools, also sophisticated and advanced techniques like atom probe tomography are employed [10] . The use of in situ characterization techniques is, however, still limited to diffraction of synchrotron radiation [11] [12] [13] . Recently, more sophisticated techniques of real-time in situ synchrotron X-ray tomographic microscopy [14] and combination of time-resolved X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy and high-energy XRD [15] were applied. All these studies which make use of very up-to-date synchrotron-based approaches provide valuable information of amorphous structures by revealing complex atomic rearrangements even though no well-defined structural positions exist in MGs.
Though X-ray diffraction based techniques are capable of in situ investigations, they do not provide site-specific information as the signal is averaged over the distribution of electron densities. From this point of view, use of local probe techniques such as Mössbauer spectroscopy offers unique opportunities to access both magnetic properties and structural states of the investigated material [16] . The relatively long acquisition times of a conventional Mössbauer spectrum (up to several hours), however, limit the application of this technique only to samples in steady equilibrium conditions. This substantially disables monitoring of the crystallization process itself.
Nuclear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation
Progress in synchrotron sources of radiation has introduced the method of nuclear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation [17] . This method uses
57
Fe resonant nuclei as probes of the local magnetic and electronic properties in the investigated samples. Thus, information on hyperfine interactions similar to Mössbauer spectrometry is readily available. Application of NFS is helpful in revealing the mutual relation between the magnetic arrangement and the structure of the studied materials. Due to extremely high brilliance of the latest synchrotron sources, studies can be performed in dynamic in situ regimes. Rapid recording of experimental data allows for direct observation of dynamical processes that are taking place during heat treatment [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In this contribution, we discuss time aspect of NFS which enables time-dependent processes to be followed in real time. We demonstrate them using dynamical and kinetics processes that are taking place during nanocrystallization of selected MGs. Before doing so, let us mention another important technique which exploits nuclear properties of
Fe resonant nuclei that are activated by synchrotron radiation. It is the so-called nuclear inelastic scattering (NIS) of synchrotron radiation. It enables studies of the dynamics of NCAs via atomic vibrations and densities of phonon states [23, 24] . Because the time needed for acquisition of experimental data is still rather long, time-dependent NIS investigations are only evolving.
NFS belongs to the family of nuclear resonant scattering processes [25] . This technique can be considered as a full analogue of Mössbauer spectrometry [26] . It is especially useful under extreme conditions including high temperature, pressure, and/or magnetic fields when the space with such an environment is very limited, and hence, the sample can be as small as several tens of micrometers. High brilliance of synchrotron sources enables sufficient data counts even from such spatially limited regions. NFS permits on fly inspection of structural and/or magnetic arrangement that continuously evolves with changing temperature/time. In this respect, it is superior to other in situ techniques.
Energetic levels of atomic nuclei are exposed to the so-called hyperfine interactions. The latter are due to an effective field that originates from the presence of surrounding atoms, their electronic shells, and/or external fields. Consequently, nuclear levels are shifted and/ or split, and in this way, they sensitively reflect chemical and topological states of the resonant atoms. Effect of the three main types of hyperfine interactions, viz. electric monopole, electric quadrupole, and magnetic dipole interaction upon nuclear levels, is schematically drawn in the upper part of Figure 1 . Possible transitions among nuclear levels are indicated by arrows.
Electric monopole interaction is proportional to charge density at the nucleus and provides information about valence and spin states of the resonant atom, about its electronegativity and chemical bonding. Electric quadrupole interaction is governed by electric field gradient acting upon the nucleus and reflects the charge distribution. It is related to oxidation state, spin state as well as symmetry of the positions of resonant atoms. Magnetic dipole interaction originates from coupling between nuclear magnetic moment and effective magnetic field at the nucleus due to spin polarization. Thus, information on magnetic states of the resonant atoms, which is, moreover, temperature-dependent, is readily available. It is noteworthy that resonant atoms located in defined structural positions (e.g., in a crystalline lattice) feature individual set of hyperfine interactions and, hence, corresponding spectral parameters. The latter are like fingerprints which uniquely identify these particular atomic sites and can be derived either from Mössbauer spectra or from NFS experiments. In addition, relative fractions of such structurally different positions in the investigated samples are related to the contribution of the particular spectral components.
Transitions between ground and excited states of the resonant nuclei are accompanied by absorption and emission of photons with precise energy that is typically several tens of keV. In conventional Mössbauer spectrometry, resonance absorption of the emitted gamma photons by a particular absorber (i.e., the investigated sample) is achieved by fine tuning of their energy through a Doppler effect [27] . As a source of radiation, suitable radioactive nuclides are used. Splitting of nuclear energy levels is of the order of several hundreds of neV and is reflected via corresponding hyperfine parameters in the associated Mössbauer spectra that are recorded in energy domain. The resulting basic shapes of Mössbauer spectra are depicted in the middle row of Figure 1 .
If only electric monopole hyperfine interaction occurs, the corresponding Mössbauer spectrum shows only one line, the so-called singlet as seen in Figure 1a . Presence of electric quad- With the development of monochromators, synchrotron radiation turned out to be suitable candidate for replacing conventional radionuclide sources of photons. As schematically depicted in the upper part of Figure 2 , bunches of accelerated particles (electrons) produce flashes of synchrotron radiation when they pass through undulators. Pulses of photons have typical duration of ~50 ps and repetition rate ~200 ns. Their energy is tuned to the requested Mössbauer transition using high-resolution monochromator that provides energies of photons within a bandwidth (ΔE γ ) of several meV. The pulse contains wider range of energies than is needed for excitation of available nuclear levels in the studied sample. It is drawn in the bottom part of Figure 2 as a broad (blue) arrow and ensures immediate excitation of all nuclear transitions. Energy separation of nuclear levels due to hyperfine interactions is of the order of several hundreds of neV. Thus, not only the different transitions of the same nucleus but also all transitions of different nuclei are excited simultaneously at the same time upon an impingement of the synchrotron radiation pulse upon the sample. Let us remind that in Mössbauer spectrometry, nuclear transitions are excited sequentially one by one as the energy of photons varies over specific values.
In the time slot between two subsequent pulses, all excited nuclei emit the excess energy in a form of resonance delayed photons that are registered with a fast detector. The decay of the Figure 2 . Basic layout of a typical NFS beamline with the major components (upper part). In the bottom part, magnetically split nuclear levels are simultaneously excited by a single pulse of incident synchrotron radiation with an energy spread ΔE γ ≈meV. Subsequent de-excitation provides scattered photons of different energies (E 1 -E 6 ) that sum up to the NFS time domain pattern.
X-ray Characterization of Nanostructured Energy Materials by Synchrotron Radiationnuclear excited states reflects hyperfine interactions of the resonant nuclei. All de-excitation photons sum up and give rise to interference patterns in time domain as shown in the bottom row of Figure 1 . In the following, we will call them NFS time-domain patterns. 1 The prompt excitation pulse sets the time zero. Due to its extremely high intensity the detector starts to count when only delayed photons are present which usually takes about 10-20 ns after the excitation.
The counts of delayed photons are registered as a function of time that has elapsed after the excitation. That is why NFS is sometimes referred to as Mössbauer spectrometry in time domain. Single transition is characterized by an exponentially decaying signal (linear in semi logarithmic scale, see Figure 1b ). Multiple photons originating from multiple transitions exhibit characteristic beating of intensities called quantum beats. Their character is unique for particular hyperfine structure as demonstrated in Figure 1d and f for electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions, respectively.
In general, any NFS time-domain pattern can be represented by some of the basic patterns plotted in the bottom row of Figure 1 and/or a combination of them. In any case, they carry information on hyperfine interactions that are unique for individual atomic sites of the resonant atoms. Evaluation of experimental NFS data is performed by their fit to a suitably chosen theoretically calculated model. Each model consists of several sets of hyperfine parameters that are each ascribed to one particular atomic site. The obtained resulting parameters identify valence states, symmetry of charge distribution, and magnetic ordering. Phase composition of the material under study can be identified, and relative amount of each phase can be determined. Due to high site selectivity, we can study local electronic arrangement, and its fine distortions can be revealed. Some parameters like, for example, electric field gradient can be compared with the results of ab initio calculations. We can also easily follow magnetization of individual magnetic structures via hyperfine magnetic fields within magnetically active materials. So far, NFS technique was successfully applied to the study of different problems of materials research [28] .
In this contribution, we present in situ NFS experiments that provide important information on the early stages of crystallization in MGs. This process can be monitored starting from formation of nucleation centres, their growth, and continuation towards equilibrium nanocrystalline state. Using this approach, the obtained results are not affected by a cooling process which is the case when ex situ experiments are employed.
Experimental particulars

NFS experiments
NFS experiments were performed at The European Synchrotron (ESRF), Grenoble using the Nuclear Resonance ID22N and ID18 stations. Excitation of the 57 Fe nuclear levels was accom- 1 In a literature, one can find the expression 'NFS time spectrum'. However, the term 'spectrum' implies a dependence of counts upon energy. Because of the interference nature of NFS data, we find it physically inconsistent. 14 were prepared by the method of rapid quenching on a rotating wheel. The chosen compositions of MGs ensure formation of nanocrystalline alloys in which crystalline grains with the size of several nanometres are formed in the early stage of structural transformation. The obtained ribbons of MGs were ~1-2 mm wide and ~20 μm thick.
The maximum annealing temperature (up to ~700 °C) was limited by Kapton windows of the furnace. Nevertheless, this temperature was far behind the first crystallization step of the investigated MGs.
Two types of studies were performed: (i) dynamical time-dependent temperature increase/ decrease and (ii) isothermal heat treatment. During the first type of experiments, temperature at the sample was continuously increasing with a ramp of 10 K/min. In the second type of experiments, the set temperature was reached with a ramp of 40 K/min and then maintained for up to 3 h. In both cases, NFS time-domain patterns were continuously recorded every minute during the whole duration of the experiment performed in transmission geometry. Thus, information on the bulk of the samples was obtained.
For the sake of more clear presentation of a high quantity of experimentally acquired timedomain patterns within a single experiment, we use contour plots to display the obtained NFS patterns. The latter are stacked with respect to the duration time of the experiment which constitutes the vertical axes of the contour plots. For dynamical experiments, this axis' scale is eventually converted into temperature values assuming a constant ramp of 10 K/min. The elapsed time is then given on the horizontal axes, and the counts of the registered photons (intensities) are colour coded in a logarithmic scale.
Physical models for the evaluation of NFS time-domain patterns
Fitting of the experimental data was performed by the CONUSS software package [29, 30] which is suitable for the evaluation of individual NFS time-domain patterns. However, the accomplished NFS experiments have provided a huge number of records. Typically, several tens (up to ~140) of time-domain patterns were obtained during one experiment. In order to process and subsequently evaluate such enormous data quantities, we have developed special software called Hubert [31] . The data evaluation is based on the conventional fitting route using CONUSS software. Hubert is designed for NFS time-domain patterns processing, time calibration, transformation from synchrotron output file format to experimental data file readable by CONUSS, a single time-domain pattern evaluation, large data sets analysis, and generation of hyperfine parameters distributions [32] . 10 ) at room temperature. Consequently, the originally amorphous matrix is reproduced in the NFS time-domain patterns by distributions of hyperfine magnetic fields and distributions of quadrupole splitting, respectively. With increasing temperature of measurement, magnetic dipole interactions eventually vanish, and only electric quadrupole ones are present. While the latter are fitted by distribution of quadrupole splitting, only this component is used to characterize the amorphous matrix in the particular MG.
After the onset of crystallization, that is, when the temperature of measurement reaches the first crystallization step, nanocrystalline grains emerge within the residual amorphous matrix. Because of the samples' composition, they are bcc-Fe or bcc-(Fe,Co) nanocrystals. Both exhibit rather strong magnetic dipole interactions which are represented by quantum beats with relatively high frequency of oscillations (see also Figure 1f ). The associated fitting component features well-defined hyperfine magnetic field values, and it is ascribed to the inner part of the nanocrystalline grains with well-established crystalline symmetry. Atoms located at the surfaces of the nanograins exhibit broken symmetry, and they are referred to as interface regions [18] . Though still magnetic, their associated fitting component is represented by distributions of hyperfine magnetic fields with average field values lower by ~2-3 T than those of the core of the nanograins. Presence of this component was confirmed by conventional Mössbauer spectrometry [33] .
To recapitulate the fitting models applied for the evaluation of the obtained NFS time-domain patterns, it should be noted that we distinguish three structurally different regions in the investigated samples. The first one is amorphous matrix which corresponds to the whole MG in its original as-quenched state as well as during moderate heat treatment up to the onset of crystallization. When the temperature exceeds the crystallization point, this structural component represents the residual amorphous matrix in the newly formed NCA. Both amorphous regions will be denoted in the following as AM-amorphous. Because AM can be either magnetic or paramagnetic (depending upon the sample's composition and/or temperature), this component is refined by distributions of hyperfine magnetic fields and quadrupole splitting, respectively.
Well-defined structural arrangement of the evolving nanocrystalline grains stands for the second structural region which will be labelled as CR-crystalline. In the NFS time-domain patterns, it is refined by a sharp value of magnetic hyperfine field. The third structural component is interpreted as interface region (IF) between the former two structures. It constitutes a shell of the nanograins with undeveloped crystal symmetry. During the evaluation, it is refined by a distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields. Schematic representation of this concept is presented in Figure 3 .
Hyperfine parameters of all fitting components evolve with temperature/time of the experiment. Eventually, at certain temperatures (e.g., Curie temperature, onset of crystallization), qualitatively different hyperfine interactions appear. Consequently, the physical model should reflect this situation by the use of appropriate type of distributions of hyperfine parameters (magnetic fields vs. quadrupole splitting). Proper type of distribution in certain temperature/ time region is chosen by the help of the Hubert software [32] .
Structural transformations in metallic glasses
Dynamical experiments
Effects of continuously changing temperature on magnetic ordering and structural transformation in MGs are demonstrated using the (Fe Figure 4 are in fact raw measured data as obtained directly from the experiment. Even without any quantitative evaluation, two qualitative changes in the character of interferograms are clearly observed at ~247 and ~435 °C.
It should be stressed that the NFS time-domain patterns in
They are associated with magnetic and structural transformation, respectively, characterized 
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by Curie T C and crystallization T x1 temperatures. Consequently, the whole temperature region can be divided into three areas where the investigated MG exhibits magnetic amorphous, nonmagnetic amorphous, and magnetic nanocrystalline structure as it is shown in Figure 4 .
In order to illustrate the alternations in the shapes of NFS time-domain patterns, selected individual records are plotted in Figure 5 . It should be noted that the thickness effect of the sample has an important impact on the time-domain patterns. It results in the so-called hybrid beat character [34] which alternates their shapes.
With increasing temperature during the dynamic experiment, we can observe shift of the quantum beats maxima towards higher delayed times. Simultaneously, their intensities decrease. These effects are connected with vanishing hyperfine magnetic fields as a function of temperature. Magnetic quantum beats eventually fade away when the temperature reaches T C and the Zeeman sextet collapses. At this temperature, the six de-excitation photons have comparable energies that are moreover overlapped within the line width. The resulting interference pattern in time domain exhibits very fast time decay, and the corresponding NFS time-domain pattern nearly disappears. This situation is demonstrated in Figure 5a where selected records taken at the vicinity of T C~2 47 °C are plotted.
Formation of nanocrystalline bcc-(Fe,Co) grains during the first crystallization step resumes magnetic interactions that are identified by the corresponding quantum beats in Figure 5b . For comparison, NFS time-domain patterns at 435, 445, and 645 °C were chosen. At 435 °C, the the sample is still fully amorphous and paramagnetic, that is, only electric quadrupole interactions are present (compare Figure 1d) . With the onset of nanocrystallization, more rapid oscillations, which represent hyperfine magnetic fields, appear in time region 43-83 ns. At 445 °C, they are already satisfactorily visible. Finally, at 645 °C, the NFS time-domain pattern clearly shows well-developed magnetic structure (see also Figure 1f ) which means that the degree of crystallization is significantly high.
The temperature of the onset of the first crystallization T x1 can be, however, accurately determined taking into consideration the whole temperature dependence of relative areas of amorphous (AM) and crystalline (CR) fitted components plotted in Figure 6 . The total number of counts, that is, the overall area under time-domain patterns, is also provided. Here, the local minimum at ~247 °C indicates T C of the amorphous matrix. The successive abrupt increase is associated with magnetic transformation inside the amorphous matrix. Further continuous decrease in the total counts is caused by temperature dependence of the f-factor. The onset of nanocrystallization is documented in Figure 6a by a notable change in the slope of the curve where the inflection point represents T x1 ~435 °C. The same T x1 is derived from temperature dependence of relative area of the CR component in Figure 6b . Surface crystallization starts at somewhat lower T x1 ~410 °C as confirmed by CEMS measurements [35] .
The onset of crystallization changes the character of the beats. When new nanocrystalline grains appear, a magnetic order is established among the newly formed bcc-(Fe,Co) grains. This is indicated by an occurrence of dipole magnetic interactions that exhibit themselves by high-frequency oscillations in the corresponding NFS time-domain patterns in Figures 4 and   5b . The behaviour of the amorphous matrix with temperature is more complex. It can be followed by evolution of hyperfine magnetic fields in the temperature region where the system is ferromagnetic and by quadrupole splitting values at T>T C . Both parameters are plotted in 
For temperatures up to T C , the hyperfine magnetic fields continuously decrease till they acquire values that are comparable in strength with electric quadrupole interactions. It should be noted that both types of hyperfine interactions coexist in some temperature range. In fact, it is impossible to distinguish between them also because of low total number of counts in the NFS time-domain patterns (see Figures 5a and 6a) . Here, the fitting is accomplished by two qualitatively distinct models, viz. distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields and distribution of quadrupole splitting. They are applied in certain temperature regions that approach T C from bottom (i.e., T<T C ) and from top (T C <T), respectively, with some small overlap [32] .
Temperature evolution of quadrupole splitting provides information about bond properties and local symmetry of the iron sites in the AM phase. It shows a local minimum in Figure   7b . The associated inflection point indicates T x1 . Above this onset of nanocrystallization, the residual AM phase still persists, and when the CR phase is well developed (T>~500 °C), the average quadrupole splitting is stabilized.
To summarize the above discussion, we would like to note that the (Fe 2.85 Co 1 ) 77 Mo 8 Cu 1 B 14 MG was intentionally chosen to demonstrate the possibilities of dynamical NFS experiments. It is possible to follow on fly not only the evolution of its structural arrangement but also that of hyperfine magnetic interactions.
Dynamical experiments in external magnetic field
In order to improve magnetic parameters of nanocrystalline alloys, crystallization of metallic glasses often takes place under external magnetic field, the so-called magnetic annealing [36] . It results in appearance of induced magnetic anisotropy in heat-treated soft MGs. Nevertheless, all studies are performed ex situ after the magnetic annealing. Naturally, a question has arisen how external magnetic field affects the progress of nanocrystallization.
Similar as in the previous experiment, in situ investigations can be effectively performed by dynamical increase of temperature without and with external magnetic field by employing the NFS technique. But now, we have selected MG that is almost purely paramagnetic at room temperature, namely Fe 81 Mo 8 Cu 1 B 10 . Only minute amounts of surface crystallization were unveiled by CEMS [37] on both sides of ribbon-shaped samples.
The reason for choosing this MG was twofold: (i) this chemical composition leads to formation of bcc-Fe nanocrystals, and iron is a calibration material for these studied; hence, its hyperfine parameters are well known, and (ii) the fitting model used for evaluation of the experimental NFS data is more simple because the residual amorphous matrix is paramagnetic, and only distributions of quadrupole splitting are used. On the other hand, formation of bcc-Fe nanograins imposes magnetic dipole interactions that are represented by single hyperfine magnetic field value. As described in the Section 4.2, iron atoms located in interface regions can be also identified via distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields. Consequently, temperature evolution of three structurally different regions in the investigated MG can be studied.
Contour plots of NFS time-domain patterns recorded during continuous increase of temperature in zero-field conditions and with applied external magnetic field (0.652 T) are shown in Figure 8 . Dramatic impact of this rather small external magnetic field upon dynamics of the crystallization process is clearly seen. The plotted experimental data exhibit obvious modifications of hyperfine interactions that are reflected in the shapes of NFS time-domain patterns. At room temperature, the investigated Fe 81 Mo 8 Cu 1 B 10 MG is amorphous, and in zero-field conditions, it demonstrates prevailing electric quadrupole interactions with hardly visible beatings of magnetic origin (due to surface crystallization). With the onset of nanocrystallization, contribution of magnetic dipole interactions becomes better visible in Figure 8a in the vicinity of ~400 °C. Appearance of hyperfine magnetic fields is remarkably accelerated when the annealing is performed in external magnetic field. In Figure 8b , the same character of NFS time-domain pattern is observed earlier at a temperature that is by about 100 °C lower.
Quantitative and qualitative description of the time-domain patterns is presented in Figure 9 as derived from zero-field and in-field NFS experiments. Relative amounts of individual 
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components comprising relative areas of the amorphous (AM) and total nanocrystalline (CR+IF) phases are shown in Figure 9a . It is noteworthy that the onset of crystallization should be determined from the temperature dependences of the relative areas rather than from the contour plots in Figure 8 . In the latter, intensities of the NFS time-domain patterns are plotted in logarithmic scale, and thus, the applied colour-coded scale is coarse to a certain extent. Consequently, fine details of the particular line shapes might not be properly seen.
Presence of small number of quenched-in nanocrystallites (~10 %) that were formed during the production of the ribbons was unveiled by the help of Figure 9a , too. They were accounted for the fitting model by introducing a component with well-defined hyperfine magnetic fields.
The obtained temperature dependences are shown in Figure 9b . Hyperfine fields corresponding to nanocrystalline grains are compared with those of a polycrystalline bcc-Fe foil. The former exhibit systematically lower values which are caused by small amounts as well as dimensions of quenched-in nanocrystals.
At certain temperature of annealing, additional nanocrystalline grains appear, and all grains begin to grow both in number and in size. This rather abrupt onset of bulk nanocrystallization is clearly seen by a step-like increase in the hyperfine magnetic field value at ~400 °C during annealing in zero-field conditions. Under the influence of external magnetic field, this increase is rather continuous but starts at ~300 °C, that is, much earlier. For T>400 °C, both curves merge together and follow the temperature dependence of hyperfine magnetic fields that correspond to bulk bcc-Fe with almost constant difference of ~2 T. Lower hyperfine magnetic field values are due to small dimensions of the nanocrystals.
It is noteworthy that the decrease of hyperfine magnetic field with temperature as observed in Figure 9b is also demonstrated in Figure 8 by shift of the maxima of time-domain patterns towards higher delayed times. With rising temperature, the magnetic ordering continuously vanishes and eventually disappears at the Curie point. In this section, we have demonstrated how NFS experiments can contribute to more detail description of structural as well as magnetic transformations that are taking place in real time upon MGs exposed to dynamically changing temperature. In particular, in situ studies of hyperfine interactions cannot be performed by any other analytical tool. Thus, a possibility to follow separately temperature evolution of individual structural components viz. AM, CR, and IF makes NFS an interesting and competitive method for the investigation of nanocrystallization in MGs during its progress. In the following section, other aspects of this technique are presented with a special focus at time-dependent experiments.
Isothermal experiments
In the above section, we have concentrated on a dynamics of nanocrystallization. For that purpose, a continuous increase of temperature with a constant ramp was ensured. Acquisition of NFS data was accomplished in situ during ongoing progress of temperature. Thus, the investigated system was exposed to change annealing conditions. Here, we focus at the kinetics of crystallization. The studies were performed at constant annealing conditions. In this way, information on various parameters of the crystallization kinetics can be acquired.
NFS experiments were performed on Fe 90 Zr 7 B 3 MG prepared by melt spinning technique in a form of thin ribbons. After initial rapid increase of temperature with a ramp of 40 K/min, the annealing temperature was stabilized at its destination value. NFS data were recorded in situ with an acquisition time of 1 min. Duration of the experiments was up to 150 min. The annealing temperatures of 470, 480, and 510 °C were chosen. Isothermal experiment at 480 °C was performed also in an external magnetic field of 0.652 T.
Contour plots of NFS time-domain patterns from all experiments are shown in Figure 10 . Time of annealing under the set conditions is given on the y-axes. The originally as-quenched sample is paramagnetic at room temperature and exhibits quantum beats typical for electric quadrupole interactions (see Figure 1d) . Depending upon the annealing conditions, newly formed ferromagnetic nanocrystalline grains of bcc-Fe emerge from the amorphous matrix within 10-30 min after reaching the annealing temperature. They are identified through magnetic dipole interactions that give rise to hyperfine magnetic fields. The latter exhibit welldeveloped high-frequency oscillations in quantum beats similar as those in Figure 1f . They persist over the entire time of the experiments. Because the temperature of annealing does not change, the positions of individual beat maxima are also stable.
Time evolution of individual structural components viz. AM, CR, and IF is presented in Figure   11 . Relative areas obtained from evaluation of NFS time-domain patterns are displayed by symbols. Subsequently, they were fitted using a crystallization model introduced recently [18] . The resulting theoretical curves are plotted by solid lines. The following observations can be noted. First, as demonstrated by the IF and CR relative contents in Figure 11a and b, the IF component dominates that of the CR one during the first 65 and 30 min of annealing, respectively. This indicates that the grains are rather small and thus exhibit higher contribution of the atoms located at their surfaces. Later, the grains grow in size which is documented by a higher fraction of CR than IF. The latter saturate with time which means that the grains do not grow any further, and only their number increases.
Secondly, increase in temperature of annealing from 470 to 480 °C accelerates formation of nanograins. In order to achieve ~60 % of nanograins, three times shorter time is needed for annealing temperature of 480 °C in comparison with 470 °C. Note different scales on the x-axes. Further temperature increase from 480 to 510 °C expectedly speeded-up the crystallization rate as seen in Figure 11c . The same effect is reached, however, by annealing at the lower temperature of 480 °C in external magnetic field of 0.652 T as demonstrated in Figure   11d . The time needed for crystallization is by a factor of ~3 less than that without the external magnetic field at the same temperature of annealing.
Relative content of nanocrystals given as a sum of the corresponding crystalline (CR) and interface (IF) components A CR+IF is depicted in Figure 12 . Formation of nanograins under different annealing conditions is mutually compared in Figure 12a with respect to the annealing time. As discussed above, small increase in the annealing temperature from 470 to 480 °C, that is, only by 10 °C causes notable increase in the amount of nanograins that are formed during the same time period. This is due to proximity of the first crystallization temperature. When the annealing temperature is elevated further to 510 °C (i.e., by 30 °C), the change in the character of the A CR+IF dependence is not so dramatic. We stress again, that almost the same contents of nanograins is obtained when annealing at 480 °C proceeds under weak magnetic field. Presumably, this is caused by huge influence of small energetic perturbations of magnetic interactions in comparison with the thermal energy. Figure 12a shows absolute values of the nanocrystalline content, and as it is more closely discussed elsewhere [19] , all processes behave identically from a qualitative point of view. Dramatic differences among them are revealed, however, by the help of Figure 12b . Here, the total amount of nanograins A CR+IF is plotted against this parameter obtained from the slowest isothermal experiment performed at 470 °C. Consequently, the experimentally acquired data are distributed along a straight line with the slope equal 1. Dramatic changes in the slopes are observed during annealing at 480, 510, and 480 °C in external magnetic field. The associated rates of nanocrystallization are by a factor of ~30 higher that at 470 °C. They are indicated in Figure 12b by straight almost vertical lines. In order to visualize these rapid processes more clearly, the x-axis is reduced to the equivalent of the first ~65 min of the isothermal experiments.
After the initial rapid onset of nanocrystals formation, further increase in A CR+IF is not so steep. In fact, it almost saturates with the slope of 0.1 for annealing at 510 °C and at 480 °C In this section, we have demonstrated how NFS can be used for the investigations of the kinetics of crystallization. Isothermal experiments performed under different annealing conditions, viz. temperature and presence of external magnetic field provide valuable information on the time evolution of both the content of nanocrystals and on their hyperfine magnetic fields. Moreover, these phenomena can be studied separately for structurally different regions that are found in NCAs.
Conclusions
Nanocrystallization of metallic glasses was followed by in situ experiments of nuclear forward scattering (NFS) of synchrotron radiation to fine details that are completely hidden when conventional analytical tools are employed. Detailed analyses of NFS time-domain patterns that were decomposed into contributions stemming from the amorphous residual phase and newly formed nanocrystallites provided an opportunity to study independently the role of structurally different regions. Moreover, using this approach, it was possible to further differentiate between contributions from the surfaces and the inner parts of nanograins. Different amounts of iron atoms located at the grains' surfaces and in their bulk were observed when different crystallization conditions, viz. temperature and/or external magnetic field, were applied.
The application of in situ NFS experiments has a huge potential for observations of the evolution of phase transformations in real time performed on fly during short time intervals. This was documented by two types of in situ NFS experiments. Namely, dynamical temperature increase and isothermal annealing under constant conditions were applied. It was possible to follow not only structural transformations, but, at the same time, also changes in magnetic arrangement were revealed. The latter is feasible owing to rapid screening of the corresponding hyperfine interactions. In this way, detail information about the nearest neighbourhoods of the resonant atoms is experimentally achievable. Moreover, the local arrangements can be checked in real time thus enabling structural and/or magnetic transformation to be followed on fly. In addition, a possibility of comparing the experimental results with those obtained from simulations and/or theoretical calculations is offered. Such experiments are unique and open new horizons in materials research by employing the technique of nuclear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation.
